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Abstract

We articulate the need for managing (data) locality automatically rather than leaving it to the programmer, especially in parallel programming systems. To this end, we propose techniques for coupling tightly the computation (including the thread scheduler) and the memory manager so that data and computation can be positioned closely in hardware. Such tight coupling of computation and memory management is in sharp contrast with the prevailing practice of considering each in isolation. For example, memory-management techniques usually abstract the computation as an unknown “mutator”, which is treated as a “black box”.

As an example of the approach, in this paper we consider a specific class of parallel computations, nested-parallel computations. Such computations dynamically create a nesting of parallel tasks. We propose a method for organizing memory as a tree of heaps reflecting the structure of the nesting. More specifically, our approach creates a heap for a task if it is separately scheduled on a processor. This allows us to couple garbage collection with the structure of the computation and the way in which it is dynamically scheduled on the processors. This coupling enables taking advantage of locality in the program by mapping it to the locality of the hardware. For example for improved locality a heap can be garbage collected immediately after its task finishes when the heap contents is likely in cache.
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1 Introduction

A confluence of hardware and software factors have made the cost of memory accesses and thus management of data locality an important theoretical and practical challenge.

On the hardware side, we have witnessed, over the past two decades, an increasing performance gap between the speed of CPU’s and off-chip memory, a.k.a., the memory wall [59]. Starting with sequential architectures, the growing CPU-memory gap led to the development of deep memory hierarchies. With the move from sequential to parallel (multi- and many-core) architectures, the CPU-memory gap has only grown larger due to parallel components competing for limited bandwidth, the larger latency caused by the increased scale, and the potential need for memory coherence [15]. To help close the increasing gap, modern parallel architectures rely on complex memory hierarchies with multiple levels of caches, some shared among cores, some not, with main memory banks associated with specific
processors leading to non-uniform memory access (NUMA) costs, and complicated coherence schemes that can cause various performance anomalies. To obtain good performance from such hardware, programmers can employ very low-level machine-specific optimizations that carefully control memory allocation and the mapping of parallel tasks to specific processors so as to minimize communication between a processor and remote memory objects. While such a low-level approach might work in specific instances, it is known that this approach leads to vast inefficiencies in programmer productivity, and leads to software that is error-prone, difficult to maintain, and non-portable. It may appear that given these facts of hardware, we are doomed to designing and coding low-level machine-specific algorithms.

Developments on the software side limit the effectiveness of even such heroic engineering and implementation efforts: with the broad acceptance of garbage-collection frameworks and managed runtime systems, it may not even be possible for the programmer to exert much control over memory allocation, confining the applicability of locality optimizations to low-level languages such as C. Even in low-level languages, the challenges of locality management are amplified in the context of parallel programs, where opportunities for parallelism are expressed by the programmer and utilized by the run-time system by creating parallel threads as needed and mapping the threads to processors by using a thread scheduler. Such thread schedulers often make non-deterministic decisions in response to changes in the workload, making it very difficult if not impossible for the programmer to determine where and when a piece of computation may be performed.

Based on these observations, we conclude that locality should be managed by the compiler and the run-time system of the programming languages. Given the importance of locality in improving efficiency and performance, automatic management of locality in parallel programs can have significant scientific and broad impacts. But, such automatic management may seem hard: after all, how can the compiler and the run-time system identify and exploit locality? Fortunately, it is well known that programs exhibit natural locality. According to Denning, the reason for this is the “human practice of divide and conquer – breaking a large problem into parts and working separately on each.” [24]. Research in the last decade shows that this natural locality of programs extends to nested parallelism as supported by languages such as Cilk [31], Fork/Join Java [41], NESL [14], parallel Haskell [39], parallel ML [29, 37, 30, 53], TPL [42], and X10 [16], Habanero Java [36]. This is because these languages take advantage of the same divide-and-conquer problem-solving methodology that leads to good locality. As a result, the compiler or runtime does not need to find the locality, just take advantage of it.

For example, consider the matrix multiply code in Figure 1. The eight recursive calls as well as the additions (recursively), can be performed in parallel, leading to abundant parallelism. Furthermore, the computation has abundant natural “temporal” locality: an $m \times m$ matrix multiply deep in the recursion will do $O(m^3)$ work but only need to load $O(m^2)$ memory allowing for significant reuse. There is also high “spatial” locality because quadrants can be laid out in a spatially coherent array. While this simple example considers only a highly structured algorithm, more irregular parallel algorithms also exhibit similar locality properties.

Previous work on (thread) scheduling has already shown how such natural locality in parallel software can automatically be exploited, and has proved bounds on a variety of machine models, such as multiprocessors with private caches using work stealing [2, 32], with shared caches using DFS scheduling [12, 18], or with trees of caches using space bounded schedulers [20, 11, 23]. A limitation of the previous results, however, is that they make very restrictive assumptions about memory allocation. The work-stealing results, for example,
function MM(A, B) =
    if A and B are small
        return SmallMM(A, B)
    else
        \[ R_{TL} = MM(A_{TL}, B_{TL}) + MM(A_{TR}, B_{BL}) \]
        \[ R_{BL} = MM(A_{BL}, B_{TL}) + MM(A_{BR}, B_{BL}) \]
        \[ R_{TR} = MM(A_{TL}, B_{TR}) + MM(A_{TR}, B_{BR}) \]
        \[ R_{BR} = MM(A_{BL}, B_{TR}) + MM(A_{BR}, B_{BR}) \]
        return compose(R_{TL}, R_{BL}, R_{TR}, R_{BR})

**Figure 1** Parallel Matrix Multiply; \( X_{YZ} \) refers to the four quadrants of the matrix \( X \) with \( Y \) and \( Z \) denoting the left/right and bottom/top parts. The + indicates matrix addition.

assume all memory is allocated on the stack, and the space bounded schedulers assume all space is preallocated and passed in. The results therefore do not apply to systems with automatic memory management and remain low-level in how the user has to carefully lay out their memory, making fine-grained dynamically allocated data structures particularly difficult to implement efficiently.

We believe that it is possible (and desirable) to manage locality automatically within the run-time system – specifically the memory manager and the scheduler – of a high-level garbage-collected parallel language. Why? At a fundamental level, such automatic management of locality is feasible because of the natural locality of certain software, and because all the information needed to manage it, such as the structure of the machine memory, the position of individual objects in memory, is readily available to and possibly controlled by the runtime system. But how?

In this paper, we suggest and briefly explore the following two ideas that we believe are important for taking advantage of locality for parallel programs.

1. Memory management and scheduling should be integrated as part of the same runtime system, such that management decisions are tightly linked with scheduling decisions.
2. The runtime heap structure should match the structure of the computation itself making it possible to position data and computation closely in hardware.

We describe an application of these ideas by considering purely functional nested-parallel programs executed on shared memory architectures such as modern multicore machines. Nested parallel computations, represented by fork-join programs is the mainstay of many parallel languages such as Cilk [31], Fork/Join Java [41], Habanero Java [36], NESL [14], parallel Haskell [39], parallel ML [29, 37, 30, 53], TPL [42], and X10 [16]. In this paper, we further limit ourselves to purely functional programs. While purely functional programming may seem like a significant restrictions, it often comes at no or little cost. For example, at Carnegie Mellon University, we teach the introductory undergraduate algorithms class [1], which covers a whole range of algorithms and data structures, including algorithms on sequences (arrays), binary search trees, and graphs by using the purely functional, nested-parallelism paradigm. The work presented in this paper was partly motivated from a desire to develop a compiler that generates fast parallel executables for modern multicore architectures from nested parallel programs written in functional languages.

Our approach to managing locality is to structure memory in a way to reflect the structure of the computation, as shaped by the scheduling decisions, and to couple memory management and computation via memory, on which they both operate. A key observation
behind our approach is that many parallel programs, both purely functional and impure, observe a disentanglement property, where parallel threads avoid side-effecting memory objects that might be accessed by other threads. Disentanglement is often quite natural, because entanglement often leads to race conditions. Taking advantage of disentanglement, we structure the memory as a tree (hierarchy) of heaps, also by observing scheduling decisions, thus coupling the computation, scheduling, and the memory. Taking advantage of disentanglement, we also couple garbage collection with the computation, completing the circle.

While we assume purely functional code here, there are relaxations to purity that appear to remain compatible with the techniques proposed here. We discuss some possible directions for future research in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

We consider shared-memory, nested parallel computations expressed in a language with managed parallelism, where the creation and balancing of parallelism is performed automatically by the run time system of the host language. We allow arbitrary dynamic nesting of fork-join (a.k.a., “par-synch” or “spawn-synch”) constructs (including parallel loops), but no other synchronizations. A nested-parallel computation can be represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) of threads (a.k.a., “strands”), each of which represent a sequential computation uninterrupted by parallel fork and join operations. The vertices of the DAG represent threads and the edges represent control dependencies between them. The DAG can be thought of as a “trace” of the computation, in that all threads evaluated during a computation along with the dependences between them are represented in the DAG. We call a vertex a fork-vertex if it has out-degree two and a join-vertex if it has in-degree two. Much of the literature on parallel computing uses this characterization.

We exploit an important hierarchical structure of nested-parallel computations. To see this structure, note first that in a nested-parallel computation, each fork-vertex matches with a unique join-vertex where the subcomputations started by the fork come together (join). We refer to such a subcomputation that starts at the child of a fork-vertex and completes at the parent of the matching join-vertex as a task. We also consider the whole computation as a task. We say that two threads are concurrent if there is no path of dependencies (edges) between them. We say that two tasks are concurrent if all their threads are pairwise concurrent. Figure 2 illustrates the DAG of an example fork-join computation along with its threads and some tasks. Tasks $T_2$ and $T_3$ are concurrent, whereas $T_2$ and $T_4$ are not.

At any given time during the computation we have a task tree, in which each node corresponds to a task. We can also associate with each leaf of the tree the thread that is currently active within that task. All these threads are said to be ready and a computational step can be taken on any subset of them. As expected, a fork operation executed on a leaf tasks $T$ will create some number of new tasks that are children of $T$, and a join operation executed on a leaf task will remove the task from the tree. When the last child of a task $T$ is removed, $T$ becomes a leaf and hence has a ready thread. Note that although the DAG represents the trace of a computation when done, the task tree represents a snapshot in time.
Figure 3 An illustration of how a parallel computation can be mapped processors and levels in the memory hierarchy. The label next to each thread (vertex) illustrates the processors, numbered from 1 to 4, executing the thread. Boxes illustrate parallel tasks. Each task is mapped to the lowest (fastest) level in the hierarchy that is large enough to hold its live data set; M denotes a memory bank and L1,L2, and L3 denote the levels of the cache.

of the computation. Assuming the computation is deterministic, the DAG is deterministic and does not depend on the schedule, but the task tree very much depends on the schedule.

3 Observations

We start by making some observations, using the following (hypothetical) example to help motivate them. Consider a nested-parallel program written with fork-join constructs. Suppose now that we run the program on a 4-processor machine, where each processor has its own L1 and L2 cache and four processors share an L3 cache, by using a thread scheduler that performs load balancing so as to minimize completion time. Assume that when run, the program produces the computation DAG shown in Figure 3. Each thread is labeled with a letter, a through z (also with accents). We illustrate the schedule by labeling each thread with the number of the processor that executes it. For example, processor 1 executes thread a; processor 3 executes threads o, q, r and t. We illustrate a task by drawing a rectangular box around it. For the purposes of discussion, we assign each task a level in the memory hierarchy based on the size of the maximum memory needed by the live objects in that task, i.e., its memory footprint. For example, the task with root d is assigned to L2 because its live set does not fit into a level-1 cache but it does fit into a level-2 cache.

Disentanglement

Our approach to automatic locality management is based on a key property of nested-parallel computations, which we call (memory) disentanglement. In a nested-parallel computation, memory objects allocated by concurrent tasks are often disentangled: they don’t reference each other. In purely functional languages such as NESL and pure Parallel ML, because of the lack of side effects, all objects allocated by concurrent tasks are disentangled. For example, in Figure 3, the memory object allocated by tasks rooted at b and c would be disentangled (they...
can point to objects allocated by their parent \(a\), but not to objects allocated by each other). In the presence of side effects, disentanglement is also the common form because side effects naturally harm parallelism and therefore are rarely used in a way to cause entanglement. For example, in Cilk, where imperative programming is readily available, disentanglement is encouraged, is the common case, and can be checked with a race detector.

**Task Local Heaps**

A key property of generational collection with sequential garbage collection is that the generations can be sized so they take advantage of the various levels of the cache. If the newest/smallest generation fits within the L1 cache, for example, and is flushed or compacted whenever it fills, then most accesses to that space will be L1 cache hits. Short lived data will therefore rarely cause an L1 miss. Similarly if the second generation fits within L2, slightly longer lived data will rarely cause an L2 miss. Our goal is to take advantage of this property in the context of parallel computations in which caches might be local or might be shared among subsets of processors. In our example, all the tasks that have L1 around them are scheduled on a single processor so as long as we use a generation within each one, most accesses will be L1 hits even if the total memory allocated is much larger than L1 (recall that the size refers to the live data at any given time). More interestingly the task rooted at \(b\) fits within L3 (which is shared). If we allocate a heap proportionally and share that heap among the subtasks, then their footprint will fit within L3. However this only works if we do not simultaneously schedule any of the tasks under the root \(c\) since together they would not (necessarily) fit into L3. We therefore would want to link the scheduling decision to heap sizes.

**Independence**

With disentanglement it is always safe to garbage collect any task in the task graph by only synchronizing descendant tasks. This allows garbage collection to proceed independently without the complications of a concurrent collector at various levels of the hierarchy. This is true even for a moving (copying or compacting) collector. It is even possible to collect an ancestor task with a non-moving collector when a descendant task is still running as long as the root set is properly accounted for.

**GC Initiation**

Since scheduling is performed at task boundaries, pieces of computation move at those points. Thus, if we coordinate the garbage collector with the scheduler, we can initiate garbage collections at scheduling points. For example when finishing the task rooted at \(o\) all the data that was accessed in that task (nodes \(o, q, r\) and \(t\)) is presumably still in the L1 cache. It would now be a good time to run a GC on the L1 heap to compact it so a smaller footprint has to be flushed from the cache, and later reloaded into another cache when used.
memory as a hierarchy of heaps will enable two key outcomes: 1) it will enable performing scalable, parallel and concurrent garbage collection, and 2) it will make it possible to map the hierarchy of heaps onto the caches of a hierarchical memory system, and 3) it allows the memory manager to collaborate with the scheduler to make effective use of shared caches by associating heaps with shared caches in the hierarchy.

Hierarchical, task- and scheduler-mapped heaps

We take advantage of the invariant that parallel tasks are disentangled – they create memory graphs that are disjoint (don’t point to each other) – and partition memory into subheaps or heaps, which will be managed independently. Heaps can be of any size and can match the sizes in the cache hierarchy. For good locality, heaps are associated with separately scheduled tasks that start executing at a processor due to a scheduler task migration action, and heaps are merged to reflect the structure of the computation. Each heap contains all the live data allocated by its associated task, except for live data living in the heap of a migrated descendant task. The heaps are therefore properly nested, becoming smaller towards the leaves of the task tree. Each child heap is newer than the parent and therefore references only go up the heap hierarchy. A heap at the leaf corresponds to a computation that runs sequentially and thus can be garbage collected independently. We note that such a computation might have nested parallel tasks within it as long as the scheduler has not migrated them. When a task terminates its heap can be merged into its parent’s heap. This is a logical merge and might or might not involve actually moving data.

Knot sets

The heaps in the hierarchy are “tied together” with knots; a knot is a pointer that points from the heap of a separately scheduled task $H_c$ into its parent heap $H_p$. The knots can be used as a root set into $H_p$ to allow for separate collection of $H_p$. Initially the knot set from $H_c$ consists of only the closure for the task that created $H_c$. While the computation in the child runs this is a conservative estimate of what the child can reach. Whenever the child does a collection on its heap $H_c$ the knot set to its parent can be updated, allowing more to be collected in the parent. Maintaining the knots therefore requires no read barriers (special code for every read), and allows garbage collection to proceed independently within each heap as long as internal heaps do not move their data. The only required synchronization is when accessing the knots, which is easy to implement with an atomic switch by the child.

An example

As an example, let’s consider a hypothetical task $A$ that starts as shown in Figure 4. We assume the task is migrated by the scheduler (perhaps to start the computation) and has a heap $H_A$ of a size that fits in the L2 cache. The roots of the task point to two trees that are stored in the heap. For illustrative convenience, we draw the task ($A$) within its heap. We draw unreachable objects as squares and references between them as edges. We draw unreachable objects that can be reclaimed in green (appears gray in grayscale). After it starts executing, $A$ performs some computation and forks two new tasks $B$ and $C$ that take as argument subtrees from $H_A$ (Figure 5). Supposing that these tasks are executed in parallel by a scheduling action, we will create two separate heaps $H_B$ and $H_C$ for them. The arguments to $B$ and $C$ create the initial knot-set of $H_A$ (depicted as dark squares). When forking, $A$ creates the suspended join thread $D$ (continuation) for when $B$ and $C$ complete,
Figure 4 Start task A and its heap $H_A$.

Figure 5 Task A forks two new tasks B and C. Their heaps $H_B$ and $H_C$ can be managed and collected independently.

Figure 6 The suspended heap $H_A$ is collected some time after B and C starts running.

Figure 7 By the time tasks B and C complete, they have grown their heap by adding new objects.

Figure 8 When B and C join D, their heaps are merged with $H_A$, the heap of A. A garbage-collection of $H_A$ is shown some time after the merge.

which can also refer to memory in $H_A$. As B and C run, if needed, the suspended heap $H_A$ can be collected by performing a non-moving garbage collection using the knot sets as roots. Figure 6 illustrates the reclaimed memory objects in green (light in grayscale).

The heaps $H_B$ and $H_C$ start out empty (trivially fitting into an L1 cache) and grow as B and C allocate objects, triggering garbage collection. Since B (C) is independent from all other tasks running in parallel and its knot-set is empty, its heap is completely independent from other heaps. It can therefore collect anytime using any algorithm it chooses. In particular it can use a copying or compacting collector to ensure the footprint of the remaining live data is minimized. A good time for garbage collection is when the heap size approaches $L_1$; this would help keep the working set in $L_1$. If significant live memory remains after a collection, the heap size might be promoted to the next cache size as illustrated in Figure 7, where the tasks have been promoted to fit into the level-2 cache. When B and C complete (not necessarily at the same time), they pass their results to the join thread D. At this point, the heap $H_B$ (or $H_C$) can be merged with its parent heap $H_A$ and its knot sets can be dropped. In the example, after thread D starts running it creates a pair of the results returned to it by B and C. As D runs, its heap can be collected (Figure 8). Such a collection can reclaim many unreachable objects (essentially any object that does not contribute to the final result), possibly making the heap fit into L1.
5 Implementation and Evaluation

We are in the process of developing a compiler and run-time system for an extension of the Standard ML language that supports nested parallelism and the presented hierarchical memory management techniques (Section 4). The starting point for our implementation effort is the MLton compiler infrastructure [48, 58] and the shared-heap-multicore branch developed by Daniel Spoonhower as part of his dissertation work [55, 54]. MLton is an open-source, whole-program, optimizing compiler for Standard ML (SML) [47]. The current release of MLton includes a self-tuning garbage collector that uses copying, mark-compact, and generational collection algorithms, automatically switching between them at run time based on both the amount of live data and the amount of physical memory. MLton’s combination of garbage collection algorithms is inspired by Sansom’s dual-mode garbage collection [51]. The current release of MLton does not include support for using multiple processors or processor cores to improve the performance of SML programs.

Using our implementation, we plan to evaluate the quantitative effectiveness of our proposed techniques by developing a purely-functional nested-parallelism parallel benchmark suite modeled after the recently announced Problem Based Benchmark Suite (PBBS) [52], which include standard parallelism benchmarks as well as less traditional benchmarks using graph algorithms. We also plan to evaluate the approach more quantitatively by using it in our teaching.

6 Related Work

Scheduling for Locality

There have been thousands of papers that deal with the issue of locality in some way. In the following discussion we focus on techniques that (1) apply to parallel computations where tasks are created dynamically and mapped to processors by the runtime, (2) are useful for reasonably general purpose programs and data structures (e.g. not just dense arrays), (3) are suited for shared memory (or at least shared address space) cache-based architectures, and (4) for which at least something theoretical can be said about their properties. There has been plenty of work on models where the user maps their algorithms directly to processors (e.g. [56, 4, 57]), or for specific domains such as dense matrices (e.g. [17, 9, 7]).

There has been significant work over the past decade on trying to model and understand locality in a way that is independent of how a computation is mapped to processors, and then have a runtime scheduler somehow preserve this locality [2, 12, 32, 21, 10, 22, 13, 20, 23, 50, 11]. By relying an specific scheduling policies, the results from this work can asymptotically bound cache misses on a concrete parallel machine model in terms of abstract costs derived from the program. For example, earlier work showed that for a nested parallel computation with depth (span, critical path length) $D$ and sequential cache complexity $Q$, a work-stealing scheduler on $P$ processors with private caches will incur at most $Q + O(PDM/B)$ cache misses [2], where $M$ is the total size of each cache and $B$ is the block size. Similarly a PDF scheduler on the same computation with a shared cache of size $M + O(PDB)$ will incur at most $Q$ cache misses [12]. A key point of these results is that cost metrics for a program that have nothing to do with the particular machine, $Q$ and $D$, can be used to bound costs on those machines. In addition to theory the approaches have been shown to work well in practice [18].

More recent work has considered deeper hierarchies of caches, involving levels of private and shared caches, and has shown that a class of space-bounded schedulers [20, 11, 23]
are well suited for such hierarchies. These schedulers try to match the memory footprint of a subcomputation with the size of a cache/cluster in the hierarchy and then run the computation fully on that cluster. Under certain conditions these schedulers can guarantee cache miss bounds at every level of the cache hierarchy that are comparable to the sequential misses at the same level. However in this case the abstract cache complexity is not the sequential complexity, but a relatively natural model [11] that considers every access a miss for subcomputations that don’t fit in the cache and every access a hit for those that do. Cole and Ramachandran [23] describe a scheduler with strong asymptotic bounds on cache misses and runtime for highly balanced computations. Recent work [11] describes a scheduler that generalizes to unbalanced computations. Several heuristic techniques have also been suggested for improving locality with dynamic scheduling on such cache hierarchies [28, 40, 50].

Our work builds on ideas developed in this previous work, but as far as we know, none of this work has considered linking memory management with scheduling to improve locality, and the previous work assumes very limited memory allocation schemes.

Memory Management

There has also been significant work on incorporating locality into memory management schemes. Several explicit memory allocators, such as Hoard [8], TCMalloc [33], and SSmalloc [43], have been designed to be multithreading-friendly. These schemes create local pools of memory on each processor so that lock contention is reduced and so that freed memory is reused while still in the cache. All the approaches are heuristic; in our work, we have found that they can do exactly the wrong thing in certain contexts. A recent blog discussion [46] shows just how subtle memory allocation and management can be for a multicore system. The PIs have independently experienced many of the same issues discussed in the blog as well as several others. The problem is that the schemes know nothing about the scheduler or even programming methodology in which they are being embedded. The only information they have is the allocation request sequence at each thread.

For implicit memory allocation with garbage collection, maintaining locality becomes even more complicated, although it does give the runtime more flexibility because of the ability to move data. There have been dozens of proposed techniques for parallel garbage collection ([38]), and many of these suggest the use of processor or thread local heaps [34, 35, 25, 19, 27, 49, 3, 5, 45, 60]. Some of this work uses the idea of creating a nursery for each thread that handles recent allocations, and then a global heap for shared data [25, 27, 3, 5, 45]. If the nursery is appropriately sized, this organization helps keep recently generated and accessed data in local cache. The problem is that once promoted to the global heap, locality is lost. Furthermore since the work uses no knowledge of the scheduler, when a new task is scheduled on a processor, what is left in the cache will likely be evicted while still fragmented and not collected. Finally, as far as we know, none of this work has looked at multi-level hierarchies with private and shared caches nor has it tried to show any theoretical bounds on cache misses.

Another property of almost all memory management systems is that they try to be independent of the computation that is running on them and are only accessed through a minimal interface. Most work on garbage collection has treated the mutator (the program) as a black box that runs on a fully general purpose GC, perhaps with some heuristics that work well with typical programs (e.g. generations, more reads than writes) [38]. Although this might be a benefit for porting a GC across different programming languages, in practice most GCs are designed for a specific language. We believe that by making them generic
is giving up significant benefit that might be achieved by tying them more directly to the program or other aspects of the runtime such as the scheduler.

7 Discussions

In this paper, we only considered purely functional, nested parallel programs. While probably not straightforward, it appears possible to extend these ideas to more relaxed models of parallelism to include impure programs with side effects. This is because the primary assumptions that we make, disentanglement, is guaranteed by purely functional programs but it is, in general, a weaker condition. For example, side effects that remain local to a thread do not violate disentanglement. More generally, it appears possible to extend the work presented here to allow for arbitrary side effects by using techniques such as those used by two-level garbage collectors employed in memory managers of functional languages [26, 6, 44, 53]. For example, all objects reachable by mutable memory locations can be kept in a separate region of memory and treated specifically to ensure that memory management does not alter program invariants.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose techniques for automatic locality and memory management in nested parallel programs. The basic idea behind these techniques is to take advantage of a key invariant of much parallel computations – their independence from each other, which then leads to disentangled memory regions – and structure memory hierarchically to reflect the structure of the computation and hardware, both of which are also usually hierarchical.
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